
From: Karen Matthews
To: Karen Matthews
Subject: FW: Bus route Ladysmith
Date: November 28, 2023 1:35:13 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Chad Atherton < >
Sent: November 20, 2023 6:16 PM
To: Naomi Bailey <Naomi.Bailey@sd68.bc.ca>
Cc: Greg Keller <Greg.Keller@sd68.bc.ca>; Charlene Mckay <Charlene.Mckay@sd68.bc.ca>
Subject: Bus route Ladysmith

To whom it may concern

My name is Chad Atherton and my wife Monique and I have a  year old  who attends Ladysmith
 School. She attended private school in Duncan thru the end of grade  which is why this hasn’t been an

issue for us until now.
It has come to our attention that the bus provided for the community’s kids to get to school doesn’t actually stop
anywhere that allows the community’s kids to get on and get to school..?? I find this very absurd!
Looking at route 11 the bus that could safely get our daughter as well as many other kids/teens to school stops only
at the far South end of Davis road at the highway!! Not to mention this is the first stop at 7:28am which again makes
no sense…from this point it jumps back onto the highway South bound makes its way towards Peerless rd ends up
North bound on highway and stops at Platt rd. Then to Chemainus rd where it has 5 pick up points on way to Mt
Brenton school..it turns around and heads back up Chemainus rd stopping 2 more times for pick ups on way back
thru where it just drove thru picking up…!?!?!?
Sounding a little bizarre yet???
From here it heads on highway and up to the schools. Being a home owner and member of the  Ladysmith
community I am floored as to how there are no stops for any Ladysmith kids on top side of highway and can’t
believe that this has never been a cause for concern until now. The community is expanding south and is getting
further and further away as well as the families with kids that are filling these newer areas requiring buses.
Many families are in our situation where both are working and don’t have ability to drive kids to school and we do
pay for bus service.
Looking further into this I spoke to the gentleman who coordinates the buses and routes. He informed me that the
trustees passed regulation that no buses are to pick up any kids within a 3 mile radius of school!!!
This is the most ridiculous and dangerous thing I have ever heard. Myself let alone my daughter are not comfortable
with the walk on these dark sometimes very windy/rainy and soon snowy and icey mornings and/or afternoons.
I request a review to this rule ASAP.
There’s a very simple solution to our problem here in Ladysmith as the current scheduled route is the most
inefficient as it revolves around avoiding going thru areas that kids live.
Rather than the bus coming to South Davis stop first it shoots down Chemainus rd makes all required stops, stops at
Mt Brenton school then heads up Henry rd to highway. Stops at Platt then L onto S Davis and can make 4-5 stops on
way thru Davis and Dogwood then up to school. A simple solution!!
And for future the radius set for children having to walk to school should be narrowed down significantly.
In this case it is no more time or miles for the bus or the driver..by the time we eliminate driving past the turn off to
Chemainus rd and the 2 stops then back track to turn onto  Chemainus rd I believe it will be less.

Look forward to your prompt response and appreciate you taking the time to read and look into.

Chad and Monique Atherton
________________________________
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